
STUDIA UNIV. BABES�{BOLYAI, INFORMATICA, Volume XLV, Number 1, 2000A COMPRESSION METHOD FOR 3D SCENESRADU-LUCIAN LUPS�AAbstrat. The artile presents a method for ompressing the representa-tions of 3D senes. It is a non-lossy ompression, based on a variation ofthe Hu�man algorithm and some ideeas taken from the LZ77 ompressionmethod. The method desribed has been suesfuly implemented and usedin a ommerial appliation.1. Introdution3D graphis appliations need a representation of 3D senes they work on, forstoring or transmitting the information about the objets. A 3D representationmust meet the following requirements:� it must be able to represent the 3D sene with enough auray for theappliation,� one must be able to onvert it fast enough to the representation requiredby the 3D engine or by other parts of the apliation,� it must be spae-eÆient.There are two basi methods for desribing 3D objets:(1) as geometri bodies(2) by voxelsAs the seond method leads to huge memory requirements, we will use the �rstone.In order to desribe the bounding surfae of a 3D body, two elements must bespei�ed:(1) the shape of that surfae(2) the optial properties of the surfaeA body surfae an be approximated by an union of elements (or pathes),eah path being a (�nite) fragment of a plane, of a Bezier surfae, or of a B-splinesurfae.The relevant optial properties of the pathes are:2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 68T45.1998 CR Categories and Desriptors. I.2.10 [Computing Methodologies℄: Arti�ial In-telligene { Vision and Sene Analysis. 13



14 RADU-LUCIAN LUPS�A(1) the olor (or the texture of that surfae)(2) the reetion model(3) the refration modelThe last two properties are omitted from the less elaborated representations, asthey an be used for rendering by very ostly algorithms only (suh as ray-traing).If a path has only one olor, we an represent its omponents; if there isa texture, we represent thar texture as a 2D image (using a normal 2D imagerepresentation format) and that image is mapped onto the path.Having the pathes planar (that is, eah path is a polygon, and the bodyis therefore a polyhedron) simpli�es the omputations but the edges are far toovisible in the rendering. There are rendering methods for smoothing the rendering;the best known are the Gouraud or Phong methods [1℄ [7℄. Any of those requiresan approximation for the (real) normal vetor in eah of the verties. However,omputing the normals from the pathes orners only is peuliar beause some ofthe edges between the pathes are to be smoothed, and others are real edges. Forthat reason, some of the 3D representation formats expliitly represent the normalvetor of eah path in eah orner.2. Standard 3D formatsSeveral 3D formats (for instane, .obj (for a front end for OpenGL) and .3ds(3D Studio) are onstruted the following wayFirst of all, we have a list of 3D points, a list of 3D vetors, a list of 2D points,and a list of 2D images (the latter being represented using a standard 2D format| for instane, gif, jpeg, ti�, and may even be stored in di�erent �les). Next wehave the desription of the faets (pathes). Eah faet desription ontains:� the verties list� the list of the normals in eah vertex (in ase the fae is not planar sothe rendering should be smoothed)� the texturing image� the 2D points on the texturing image, orresponding to the faet vertiesEah of these piees of information are in fat the index, in the list at thebeginning of the �le, of the orresponding 3D point, 3D vetor, 2D image, or,respetively, 2D point. 3. Compressing the 3D seneThe methods desribed above still ontain a lot of redondany. Eliminating thisredondany would lead to a better ompression.In the following we will start from a .obj-like 3D format and will try to ompressit. The �rst soure of redondany onsists in the fat that a typial appliation willoutput the verties and vetors in approximatively the same order they are used



A COMPRESSION METHOD FOR 3D SCENES 15by the faet desriptions. This sugests us to write in the ompressed �le the list ofdi�erenes between the suesive vertex indies of eah fae, and to ompress thosedi�erenes using the Hu�man algorithm [4℄ [5℄, with some modi�ations inspiredfrom other ompression tehniques.The �rst hange will be to make an adaptative Hu�man algorithm. In theoriginal algorithm, the oding table is omputed in a �rst pass over the input �leand written into the ompressed �le; then the information is enoded using thattable.The modi�ed algorithm will start with a �xed enoding table. As it sees theinput data, it omputes the frequeny table. At some prede�ned moments (forinstane, when the number of already-proessed symbols is a power of 2), theenoding table is regenerated based onto the frequeny table.The deoder starts with the �xed enoding table. Relying on it, the deoder anread and deode the �rst symbols, till the �rst enoding table reomputing. Atthat time, the deoder will have exatly the same frequeny table as the enoder,and therefore it will generate the same enoding table, so it will be able to ontinuethe deoding proess.The seond modi�ation onerns the handling of rarely-used symbols. As wesaw earlier in this setion, the input symbols for the Hu�man ompression arethe di�erenes between the indies of two suesive points on a faet. Thesedi�erenes, if the indies are 32-bit integers, lay in the interval �231 + 1::231 � 1,but values above a few hundreds are rare. For that matter, statistial data areirrelevant for prediting future ourenes of those values. So, we will slightlyhange the Hu�man algorithm the following way: for the Hu�man algorithm, wewill onsider all values outside the interval, let's say, �127::127 as being equal.this way, the Hu�man part sees 256 distint symbols, one for eah number in theinterval �127::127 and one for all the other numbers. For the numbers outsidethe interval �127::127 we output the Hu�man ode of that symbol plus 32 bitsrepresenting the atual value.Sometimes we have a seond soure of redondany in the point and vetoromponents. Let's take the sequene of the x oordinates of the points. If thereare points grouped in planes orthogonal to the Ox axis, we get repeating values inthat sequene. So, instead of oding the atual values, we will ode the distanefrom the last appearane of that value.4. ConlusionsThe method desribed in the previous setion was implemented by the authorand is used in a ommerial appliation for sending desriptions of 3D senes overthe Internet. The senes are output by a CAD-like program and are between300kB and 5MB in obj format. A simple onversion from text to binary reduesthe size to one half, and a zip-like program redues it to 1=4::1=5 of the original



16 RADU-LUCIAN LUPS�Asize. The ompression ratio aquired by the program using the method desribedabove is 1=8::1=10. Referenes[1℄ P. Burger, D. Gilles. Interative Computer Graphis. Addison-Wesley Publishing Com-pany, 1990[2℄ F. Preparata, M. Shamos. Computational Geometry. Springer-Verlag, 1988[3℄ R. Gonzales, R. Woods. Digital Image Proessing. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,1993[4℄ Al. Sp�ataru. Teoria transmisiunii informat�iei | Information Transmission Theory. Edi-tura Tehni�a, Buure�sti 1965[5℄ X. Marsault. Compression et ryptage de l'information | Information Compression andEnrypting.[6℄ R. Lups�a. A Method for Compressing Stati Images Using Spline Funtions. Proeedingsof the \Tiberiu Popoviiu" Itinerant Seminar of Funtional Equations, Approximation andConvexity, Cluj-Napoa, May 21{25, 1996[7℄ C. van Overveld, B. Wyvill Phong Normal Interpolation Revised. ACM Transations onGraphis, ot. 1997, vol. 16, no. 4[8℄ Hee Cheol Yun, Brian Guenter. Lossless Compression of Computer-Generated Anima-tion Frames ACM Transations on Graphis, Ot. 1997, vol. 16, no. 4[9℄ M. Lounsbery, T. D. DeRose, J. Warren. Multiresolution Analysis for Surfaes of Arbi-trary Topologial Type. ACM Transations of Graphis, Jan. 1997, vol. 16, no. 1Faulty of Mathematis and Computer Siene, \Babes�-Bolyai" University, Cluj-Napoa, RomaniaE-mail address: rlupsa�s.ubbluj.ro


